A Hidden Gem

alone. But sustainable development is not
just about energy conservation; decisions
must be calculated against the less clearcut triple-bottom line of social, economic
and ecological balance. A school in the
heart of a community provides an excellent medium to bring eco-awareness to
children, parents and teachers in the
hope that they too will adjust the way they
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live and work now and in the future.
Indeed, Howe Dell is designed to support
the government's Eco-Schools initiative,
in which learning about sustainability and
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time energy data displayed on a screen
within the main school entrance.
The commitment to sustainability is
pretty consistent: sedum green roof areas
help to manage water run-off, insulate the
building and promote biodiversity; highperformance windows reduce heat loss
and help control solar gain; sustainably
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sourced timber and classroom sink tops
•

and splash hacks are made from recycled
yogurt pots. Rainwater from the main school
roof is used for toilet flushing with any
surplus being used by the irrigation system
or to top up for the wetland biodiversity
area within the school grounds.
So far, so conventional. But Howe Dell
has lying beneath it a hidden gem, one
that makes this project a true pioneer
and

an

important

exemplar

of

the

successful integration of green strategies
into building form. A revolutionary heating
system — Interseasonal Heat Transfer

(IHT) — has been installed to provide
heating and cooling throughout the
school year. It works by capturing free
heat energy from the summer sun and
storing it within underground Thermal
Banks to be released in winter through a
series of heat exchangers linked to the
building's underfloor heating and ventilation system.
ICAX, the inventor and developer of
the pioneering IHT system with a contribution of £244,000 of grant funding by
the Carbon Trust, worked in collaboration with environmental engineer
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environment. Fulcrum Consulting, which designed
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and excellent day lighting strategies all
work together to create teaching and

social spaces that are healthy for both
occupants, local ecologies and the global
climate. A simple rectangular shape
enables the teaching areas — which are all
south facing — to have dedicated external
classrooms, allowing pupils direct access to
the extensive and bio-diverse grounds.
From an aesthetic perspective perhaps the
least successful aspect of the project is the
timber facade. The need to signify a 'green'
building seems to require that the wrapping
he visually 'natural' and low processed.
Timber cladding in this instance is a
good choice but for a building form of this
type its treatment and detailing seems to
fall down. The timber has weathered to a
good colour but has begun to warp and cup.
On more rustic arcadian forms this may be
entirely appropriate but set against the strong
lines and crisp detailing employed here, it
signals decay. This is a minor point however,
and given the perseverance and
commitment of the project team to
designing a school that hits so many targets
it would be good to allow this minor issue to
pass gracefully out of thought.
This unique project is a resource for the
whole community,' says Keith Emsall,
executive member for education at
Hertfordshire County Council. 'I believe that
if our children can be enthused about
the importance of caring for their
environment from a very young age, they
will carry that message with them
throughout their lives.' The close
collaboration between the client, the contractor, Capita Architecture, Fulcrum and ICAX
working to prove and successfully apply
these emerging technologies has given us a
pioneering project which will go a long
way to gain acceptance for greater
innovation in public buildings.

Right/above
Strategically placed
roofrights allow daylight to flood into the
centre of the building,
minimizing the need
for artificial lighting of
deep-plan spaces.

Project team
Architect: Capita Architecture
m&e engineer: Fulcrum Consulting
Interseasonal Heat Transfer designer: ICAX structural
engineer: Adams Kira Taylor
landscape architect: Watkins Dully
acoustic consultant: Cole Jarman Associates
client: Hertfordshire County Council
Selected suppliers and subcontractors
Metal roofing: SpeedDeck; masonry paint: Keirn
Mineral Paints; joinery paint: Aura Natural Paints;
rainscreen insulation: Kingspan; carpet tiles: Interface;
linoleum: Forbo; fitted furniture: Grossbrooks; precast
planks (TermoDeck): Acheson & Glover; structural
steel: Britland; sprinklers: Armstrong Priestley;
cubicles: Decry; windows: Velfac; acoustic plasterboard
ceilings: British Gypsum; low-flush wet: Green
Building Store; wind turbine: Gazelle Wind
Turbines; green roof system: Radmat; pv panels: Sony;
lift: Kone; green roof: Letchworth Roofing Company;
exterior lighting: Woodhouse.
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